Utilizing the ERA over-denture implant to create soft-tissue symmetry in the esthetic zone

By Joe Carrick, DDS

When doing a diagnostic work-up, if we line up each challenge that is an obstacle in our quest to provide both a functional and an esthetic end result, each solution we find brings us much closer to a predictable overall result.

This article will address the challenge of soft-tissue asymmetry in the cosmetic zone with a new approach to a very challenging problem that, until recently, had few predictable solutions.

The area extends from molar to molar in patients with Type II and III lips. These are patients that show some soft tissue when smiling (Type II lip) to those that show significant soft tissue (Type III lip).

Two cases

The first case will deal with the anterior segment of soft-tissue asymmetry caused by trauma. The ERA implant is used primarily to provide support for dentures in areas where the remaining bone will not support conventional implants without significant bone grafting and other invasive procedures.

It accomplishes this by reducing the size but not the material composition of the conventional implants while adding an aggressive thread design that provides a self-tapping feature to the implant.

The second case deals with a patient with a Type III lip, significantly bone loss before implant placement and presents with an esthetic challenge.

Case No. 1

The first patient presented with a bridge that had been placed after trauma to the anterior maxilla. Although one hard-tissue and two soft-tissue grafts had been performed and the new bridge constructed, the defect was still unacceptable to the patient. The hard- and soft-tissue defect was 6 mm inferior and 4 mm palatal to where it was necessary to create ideal tissue symmetry (Fig. 1).

After a complete work up, the patient also needed his occlusal plane leveled for ideal function.

While it would be relatively predictable to do an onlay graft to correct the facial defect, the vertical defect utilizing conventional grafting tech-niques was not predictable, as the patient had already experienced.

We presented the patient with a treatment option that included orthodontics to correct the functional challenges, and offered him a treatment option that would incorporate a variation of distraction osteogenesis in combination with surgical vertical displacement of the previous onlay graft utilizing the small-diameter ERA implants.

With their aggressive thread design and subsequent fine tuning with three-dimensional displacement of the bone, the ERA implant allows for conservative surgery to maintain blood supply while separating the cortical bone plates and allowing controlled movement of the bone in the healing surgical site. We divided the treatment into three phases.

Treatment phase No. 1

We made a resin bridge from the upper left cuspid to the upper right central incisor, replacing the lateral and central incisor (Fig. 2). We then placed a 2.2 x 10 mm ERA implant in the area of the upper left central and one in the upper left lateral incisor, making sure that we engaged the previous graft site extending well into the residual bone that was grafted (Figs. 3 and 4).

The resin bridge was cemented but out of contact with the implants that were placed without an incision with the abutment supragingival (Fig. 5). The orthodontic treatment was initiated during the four months while bone integration took place around the implants.

Treatment phase No. 2

The pontics were adjusted and altered by measuring the clinical crown of the upper right central and lateral incisor (measured from the gingival crest to the incisal edge) then connected to the implants. This then created a step in the incisal edges in this area corresponding to the hard- and soft-tissue defects (Fig. 6).

After the new restorations were tried in size to the adjacent central and lateral, a conservative vertical incision was placed mesial to the upper left central and distal to the left lateral. The soft tissue was raised via tunneling to bone on the facial, but not on the lingual, in an attempt to preserve the blood supply to the bone around the implant, and was also the reason for horizontal incision was placed.

The cortical plate was cut such that the implants and the bone between them was freed to allow us to pull the implants via altered resin crowns initially to have the “in edges” as close to being level with- out blanching the tissue (Fig. 7). The area was grafted with mineralized and demineralized cancellous bone, collagen membrane was placed and the vertical incisions were closed with 4-0 sutures.

The surgical site was stabilized using the wire that was secured to the adjacent teeth and orthodontic brackets (Fig. 8).

After the soft tissue healed and the sutures were removed, the active controlled orthodontic was reinstated.

Treatment phase No. 3

After four months of orthodontic intervention to create an ideal functional occlusal scheme and osteogenesis in the anterior region (Fig. 9), we removed our ERA implants using a 2.4 trephine bur that was ideal for placement of 3.5 mm implant in the lateral area and 3.75 mm implant in the central incisor area.

We gained the necessary vertical height in bone via our combined surgery and small amount of orthodontic osseous distraction, but were still deficient facially, which we achieved
by expanding the ridge with the implant in the undersized osteotomy along with bone autogenous block graft harvested from the mandible (Figs. 10-12). It took another five months to finalize the orthodontic treatment, at which time the abutments were placed and the ideal soft-tissue symmetry and emergence profile was refined with the anatomically shaped resin transitional crowns (Figs. 13, 14).

In conclusion, while the total treatment was 15 months, utilizing orthodontics to correct not only occlusal disharmony but also help create hard-tissue support for the implants, soft-tissue symmetry was actually the conservative treatment option. I believe that orthodontics will play a much larger role in providing new bone for cases requiring implant support.

Case No. 2

In the second case, the patient presented with no complaints, having recently completed the restorative phase of her full-mouth rehabilitation. It was noted that she had an extremely short upper lip that revealed a very toothy smile. The maxillary incisors were supported with four individual implants and her final restorative result was functionally sound.

The esthetic result was compromised by extremely long incisors due to the loss of soft tissue (Fig. 15). Even if that had not been the case, she would have been compromised because of the amount of soft tissue visible. The patient stated that she had been extremely short upper lip that revealed a very toothy smile. The maxillary incisors were supported with four individual implants and her final restorative result was functionally sound.

The only procedure that would truly be the only conservative treatment option was itself a financial burden, thus exposing less soft tissue when smiling; even an orthognathic procedure that could at least improve on some of her esthetic challenges, she would be receptive.

We took impressions and sent them to the lab to produce an insert (bumper) that has the ability to blend in with the underlying tissue and make the junction invisible (Fig. 16). After placing the insert and adding some texture, the margin disappeared (Fig. 17). Although the lip still shows too much soft tissue, the teeth are now symmetrical (Fig. 18).

Summary

The use of the 2.2 mm ERA implant and orthodontics as tools to aid in bone augmentation — even though they are not thought of as conventional tools for this — proved to be very effective.

I believe we will see more situations where they will be thought of as a treatment of choice to produce more predictable results.
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